Abstract:
This study is focused on polyethylene (XLPE), which is widely used for power cable insulation. In Belgium, two different chemical composition of HV cables have been underground installed:
- chemically cross-linked polyethylene XLPE
- polyethylene co-polymerized with ethyl acrylat (XLPE-EA).
This study was partly devoted to obtaining a better understanding of their capacity to store space charges. After applying alternative (AC) or direct (DC) voltage, the space charge storage properties of these two polymer materials were studied. The results obtained by the Thermal Step Method on flat samples or on cable section show the presence, the accumulation and the temporal evolution of space charge even after applying alternative voltage. A comparison of the charging abilities of these two different polyethylene has been carried out.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the past few years, many studies have been carried out on charging ability of polyethylene subjected to high DC electrical stresses, but few studies have been concerned with AC voltage. The Laboratoire d'Electrotechnique de Montpellier (L.E.M.) and LABORELEC, concerned about the study of the aging of power cable insulation, have carried out these works comparing charging ability of chemically cross-linked polyethylene XLPE, under AC or DC conditioning.
Space charge is probably one of the causes for aging of power cables insulation. A good understanding of phenomena leading to space charge accumulation (injection, ionic migration, polarization...), as well as determining the origin of traps, are necessary to improve the reliability and lifetime of cable insulation. The Thermal Step Method (TSM) set up at L.E.M. allows to measure space charge density and remanent electric field both in plaque type samples or directly in cables.
In Belgium two different chemical composition for the insulation of underground cables have been installed, namely chemically cross-linked polyethylene XLPE and XLPE co-polymerized with ethyl acrylat (XLPE-EA).
This study is carried out first on flat 1 mm thick XLPE samples and afterwards directly on 15kV pieces of cables (5 mm thick of insulation).
After AC or DC voltage applying, the space charge storage properties of these two polymers